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Generating Vector Grids
The TNTmips Vector Grid Generation process subdivides larger areas into smaller regular polygon cells and allows
you to save the polygon cells generated as a vector object for further use. You can specify an area for subdivision by
using the full extents of an existing geospatial data or by manually defining the extents in a desired coordinate
reference system. You can also generate grid cells for the vector polygons or a region. You can choose from a
number of shapes to generate the grid cells and adjust cell size parameters based on the shape you selected. There is
also an optional feature for automatic creation of a database table storing the grid references.
The Grid Generation window provides two separate panels to specify the extents of the area to be subdivided and set
the cell shape parameters. The Border tabbed panel allows you select any geospatial object to use its full extents for
grid generation. Once you select a source object, the object is displayed in the Grid Generation Viewer window along
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The illustration to the left
shows the rectengular
grid cells generated
using the extents of the
raster object (Otoe 10m
DEM). The illustration to
the right shows the
hexagonal grid cells
generated using the
polygons in the vector
object (Farm Boundary).
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